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Abstract

Bacterial antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is among the leading global health challenges of the
century. Animals and their products are known contributors to the human AMR burden, but
the extent of this contribution is not clear. This systematic literature review aimed to identify
studies investigating the direct impact of animal sources, defined as livestock, aquaculture,
pets, and animal-based food, on human AMR. We searched four scientific databases and
identified 31 relevant publications, including 12 risk assessments, 16 source attribution
studies, and three other studies. Most studies were published between 2012 and 2022, and
most came from Europe and North America, but we also identified five articles from South and
South-East Asia. The studies differed in their methodologies, conceptual approaches (bottom-
up, top-down, and complex), definitions of the AMR hazard and outcome, the number and
type of sources they addressed, and the outcome measures they reported. The most frequently
addressed animal source was chicken, followed by cattle and pigs. Most studies investigated
bacteria–resistance combinations. Overall, studies on the direct contribution of animal
sources of AMR are rare but increasing. More recent publications tailor their methodologies
increasingly towards the AMR hazard as a whole, providing grounds for future research to
build on.

Introduction

Modern medicine and animal husbandry heavily depend on the effectiveness of antimicrobial
drugs to combat infectious diseases. The unprecedented rise in resistance to antimicrobial
substances throughout the past decades, believed to be linked to their extensive usage in
medicine, agriculture, and aquaculture, poses a substantial threat to public health. Indeed,
bacterial antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is currently a leading cause of global deaths and is
predicted to become one of the greatest public health challenges of the 21st century [1].

AMR can be transferred between bacteria species via mobile genetic elements, which leads to
crossovers between pathogens and commensals in humans, animals, and the environment [2],
thus making AMR a prime example of a global ‘One Health’ issue [3]. While antimicrobial usage
(AMU) and AMR in animals are known drivers of human AMR [4, 5], the extent to which
animals are responsible for AMR in humans, as well as which specific animal sources are most
relevant for AMR transmission to humans, is not clear.

Source attribution studies and risk assessments are well suited to investigate the importance of
different sources of human AMR [6]. The main source attribution methods are microbial subtyp-
ing, comparative exposure assessments, and epidemiological approaches as have been described in
detail elsewhere [7]. Briefly, microbial subtyping studies typically attribute human infections based
either on the frequency of source-specific bacteria subtypes in human samples or on the genetic
relatedness between human and source strains [7].More recently,machine-learningmethods, such
as random forests, have been applied to, for example, process whole genome sequencing data
[8]. Comparative exposure assessments determine the relative importance of different sources of
human exposure. Epidemiological approaches include investigations of outbreaks, which
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summarise source information for multiple outbreaks, and meta-
analyses of case–control studies of sporadic cases [6, 7].

Risk assessments are part of risk analysis and can be qualitative,
quantitative, or semi-quantitative. For microbial risks, they tradition-
ally follow ‘farm-to-fork’ approaches, which usually combine a hazard
description, an assessment of the relationship between hazard and
outcome, andanappraisal of the likelihoodandmagnitudeof exposure
to the hazard during different phases along the farm-to-fork con-
tinuum into a human health risk estimate [9]. There are also less data-
demanding risk assessment approaches, which, for example, estimate
the contribution of a specific source to the total number of human
cases, starting at human surveillance data (e.g. [10, 11]).

Objective of the review

A better understanding of the relative contribution of animal sources
to human AMR is crucial for planning effective AMR mitigation and
control strategies in animals. It is also necessary for an accurate
estimation of the economic and public health burden posed by animal
diseases, which the Global Burden of Animal Disease study (GBADs),
in the context of which this review is undertaken, seeks to produce.

This systematic review aims to summarise the current evidence
on the relative contribution of animals or animal products to
human AMR, focusing on the methodologies applied to address
this question, the investigated antimicrobial hazards, and the
included animal sources.

Methods

The completed Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) Checklist [12], as well as additional
information about the search strategy, protocol, study selection,
data extraction, and compilation of study results, can be found in
Supplementary material S1.

Definitions

Antimicrobial resistance describes the ability of microorganisms to
survive and uphold pathogenic properties when treated with sub-
stances previously effective in eliminating them. It includes resist-
ance to antibiotics, antivirals, antifungals, and antiparasitic agents
[13]. This article addresses only the most extensively studied form
of AMR, that is, bacterial resistance, and this abbreviation is hence-
forth used synonymously.

The term ‘animals’ is used to refer to domesticated animals,
either for food production (livestock or aquaculture) or compan-
ionship (pets). Wildlife is excluded as it is typically studied as a
marker for resistance in the environment [14]. We define ‘animal
products’ as food items includingmeat, poultry, fish, shellfish, other
aquatic animals, dairy, and eggs [15].

Data sources and search strategy

We searched four bibliographic databases (PubMed, Scopus,
Embase, and Web of Science) with terms relating to the following
key areas: 1) animals and animal products, 2) AMR, 3) relevant study
types, and 4) humans. No publication date or language restrictions
were applied, but all searches were conducted in English.

Eligibility criteria

We included studies on AMR transmitted from animals or animal
products to humans. Studies focusing exclusively on non-human

populations, exposure via wild animals or the environment, or other
hazards, such as antibiotic agents (i.e., AMU in humans or animals or
environmental antibiotic residues) or other types of resistance, were
excluded.

Publications were included if they either 1) estimated the number
of antibiotic-resistant human infections directly attributable to an
animal source, or 2) assessed the relative contribution of at least one
animal source to the burden of AMR in humans, either qualitatively
or quantitatively. Eligible study types entailed source attribution
studies, risk assessments, and any other meeting these criteria.
Investigations of outbreaks were included only if they described five
or more outbreaks. Those excluded were non-comparative exposure
assessments, unrelated studies accidentally picked up by the search
string, case studies, case series, single outbreak reports, conference
abstracts, studies without new information (reviews, duplicates, or
letters to the editors), and studies for which no full text was available.
If two or more publications used the same data to illustrate different
methodologies, all were included.

Data screening, selection, and extraction

Data screening was conducted in two steps: first, the titles and
abstractswere examined basedon the inclusion and exclusion criteria,
and second, the full texts of the articles included during the first step
were retrieved for the final selection. Additionally, we screened the
reference lists of the included articles for studies fitting our research
objectives and added them to the full-text screening (snowballing).

We defined a data extraction template in Excel and piloted it
with a subset of included studies. The final data extraction table
(Supplementary material S2) included variables relating to the
publication, that is, the study setting, outcome, hazard, methods,
and the conceptual approach. The software Sysrev [16] was used to
track the study selection process, and citations were managed in
Zotero [17]. Duplicate entries were removed in Rayyan.ai [18], as
Sysrev currently does not offer this function.

Compiling the results of the studies

Due to the broad spectrum of methodologies, study designs, and
hazards included, we did not assess the risk of bias or quality of the
studies, and it was not possible jointly to analyse the results of the
studies. However, to illustrate the relative importance of the animal
sources in relation to each other, we assigned ranks according to the
results reported by studies that included different animal sources, as
described in Supplementary material S1. We also report the most
important source for studies on animal and non-animal sources.

The figures were created using Microsoft Office.

Results

Literature review

As shown in Figure 1, 16,955 recordswere initially identified through
database searches, 10,150 ofwhichwere non-duplicates and screened
for eligibility. Of the 596 records selected for full-text screening,
30 articles were included; an additional relevant publication was
retrieved via snowballing, thus totalling 31 included studies (Table 1).

Country of origin, publication year, and study type

Of the 31 articles, two assessed the impact of different sources on
human AMR at a regional level: one for Europe [19] and the other
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for South-East Asia [20]. One article provided a framework
for any high- or low-income country in South or South-East
Asia (SSEA) [21]. Twenty-four studies were designed in the
context of specific countries [22–44], and four were sub-national
[45–48]. Most national and sub-national studies were conducted
in North American and European countries, but three studies
originated from SSEA countries [35, 46, 47]. The highest number
(10) of national study publications were from the United States
[11, 25–29, 32, 38, 39, 42].

The articles were published over a range of nearly 40 years,
mainly as a consequence of a 1984 investigation of resistant
salmonellosis outbreaks in the United States [29]. However,
most studies (87%) were published between 2012 and 2022,
and 12 have been published since 2020 [19, 21, 22, 25, 30, 34,
35, 38–40, 46, 47].

Based on the authors’ descriptions and reported methods, 16 art-
icles were categorised as source attribution studies, including seven
microbial subtyping studies [19, 30–33, 46, 47], five investigations of
outbreaks [25–29], three comparative exposure assessments [22–24],
and one multi-directional dynamic risk model [34]. Twelve were
classified as risk assessments [11, 20, 21, 38–45, 48], and the remain-
ing three were of a different study type [35–37].

Methodological frameworks

Table 1 summarises the countries of origin, relevant aims, methods,
and outcome measures of the articles by study type. Figure 2 shows
their timeline and themethods and guidelines theywere based on to
illustrate how they developed over time.

Microbial subtyping

Of the seven microbial subtyping studies, one used metagenomics
and random forests to attribute the entirety of resistance genes, and
the human resistome, to different sources [19]. The rest followed
frequency-matched approaches. A study on resistant Salmonella
Hadar infections used a well-known frequentist model [32], also
called the ‘Dutch model’ [50]. One study on Salmonella spp. [33]
and three on different Escherichia coli strains [30, 31, 46]were based
on a Bayesian subtyping model, the ‘Hald model’ [49], its modifi-
cation [51], or SourceR for quantitative source attribution
[52]. Finally, Parisi and colleagues developed a Bayesian multi-
nomial mixed model for their study on non-typhoidal salmonel-
losis [47]. More details about the models and adaptations made by
the individual studies can be found in Figure 2.

Three microbial subtyping studies compared the results of
different combinations of subtyping methods [30, 32, 47], and
two assessed the impact of including ‘human-to-human transmis-
sion’ or an ‘unspecified’ source [19, 30]. Duarte and colleagues
further defined country-dependent and country-independent
models for the data they collected from several European countries
[19]. The studies generally found that the more subtyping
approaches were combined, the less likely that cases were attributed
to specific animal sources and the more relevant unknown or
human sources became.

Epidemiological approaches

Five studies from the United States reported on animal sources of
outbreaks caused by resistant infections. For two of them, both

Figure 1. Flow chart of included studies.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the included studies

Study Location Level
Description of study aims
(relevant to this review) Methods Relevant outcomes

Microbial subtyping studies

Hald, 2007 [33] Denmark National Attribute resistant salmonellosis
cases to different animal
reservoirs, using resistance
profiles

Typing: serotyping &
antibiotyping
(phenotypic); phage typing
(for susceptible isolates)

Analysis: based on Hald
model [49]

Attribution of all infections; % of
resistant cases due to each source

Vieira, 2016 [32] United States National Evaluate the use of Salmonella
Hadar retail contamination data
and antibiotyping to attribute
human illnesses to food sources,
comparing four models

Typing: PFGE (comparison) &
antibiotyping (PT)

Analysis: used Dutch
model [50]

Attribution (%)

Mughini-Gras,
2019 [31]

Netherlands National Attribute ESBL- and pAmpC-
producing E. coli carriage in the
community to different sources
based on gene, prevalence, and
human exposure data

Typing: ESBL & pAmpC gene
occurrence

Analysis: based on modified
Hald model [51]

Attribution (%)

Parisi, 2020 [47] Vietnam Sub-national Attribute invasive and non-invasive
human non-typhoidal
salmonellosis in Southern
Vietnam to animal sources using
serotyping and/or antibiotyping

Typing: molecular serotyping
(MLST) & antibiotyping
(phenotypic)

Analysis: own, Bayesian
multinomial mixture
model

Attribution (% and total cases)

Duarte, 2021 [19] Europe Regional Demonstrate the use of
metagenomics for the attribution
of the human resistome to
different animal reservoirs with
three models differing on whether
they include a human/unknown
source and on whether they were
country dependent or
independent

Typing: metagenomics
Analysis: own, random forests

& dissimilarity analysis
(SIMPER)

Different plots illustrating attribution

Mitchell, 2021 [46] India Sub-national Estimate the contribution of animals
and water sources to resistant E.
coli infections in children in rural
India

Typing: antibiotyping
(phenotypic)

Analysis: SourceR [52]

Attribution (% and total cases)

Perestrelo, 2022
[30]

Germany National Attribute human ESBL-producing E.
coli colonisation to animal
sources and nosocomial
infections, using different
combinations of three typing
methods

Typing: ESBL genotyping,
phylogenetic grouping
(PCR) & antibiotyping
(phenotypic)

Analysis: based on Hald
model [49]

Attribution (% and total cases)

Comparative exposure assessments

Carmo, 2014 [24] Denmark National Assess the relative contribution of
different meat types to the
consumer exposure to ESBL-/
AmpC-producing E. coli

Quantitative
Guideline: not specified

Exposure attribution (%)

Evers, 2017 [23] Netherlands National Quantify ESBL- & pAmpC-producing
E. coli exposure in humans via
meat consumption from pre-retail
to exposure

Quantitative
Guideline: based on swift

QMRA [53]

Exposure/ portion; exposure
attribution (total and %)

Lechner, 202 [22] Switzerland National Identify the most relevant AMR
transmission pathways from
animals to humans based on
Swiss expert opinions

Qualitative
Guideline: OIE framework for

AMR [9]

Person days at risk; bubble chart
relating exposure, release &
person days at risk

Investigation of outbreaks

Holmberg, 1984
[29]

United States National Describe animal sources of
antibiotic-resistant Salmonella
outbreaks between 1971 and 1983

Linked outbreak reports with
resistance information

Number of resistant outbreaks
caused by each source

Sahin, 2012 [28] United States National Report of several outbreaks caused
by Campylobacter jejuni clone SA
as part of their investigation of its
presence in human isolates

Identified relevant outbreaks
via the PulseNet database
for Campylobacter

Description of all clone SA outbreaks
& their source

(Continued)
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Table 1. (Continued)

Study Location Level
Description of study aims
(relevant to this review) Methods Relevant outcomes

Brown, 2017 [27] United States National Compare foods associated with
antibiotic-resistant Salmonella
outbreaks from 2003 to 2012

Linked outbreak info to
antibiotic susceptibility
data

Numbers of resistant (& multidrug-
resistant) outbreaks caused by
each source

Folster, 2017 [26] United States National Report the number of outbreaks
caused by ceftriaxone-resistant
Salmonella by source between
2011 and 2012 as part of a genetic
analysis of the outbreak strains

Tested outbreak samples for
ceftriaxone-resistance &
linked positive samples to
source information

Number of resistant outbreaks
caused by each source

Waltenburg, 2021
[25]

United States National Describe all salmonellosis outbreaks
caused by reptiles or amphibians
between 2009 and 2018, including
a description of the sources by
resistance profile

Tested outbreak samples for
resistance

Number of resistant outbreaks
caused by each pet species

Other source attribution studies

de Freitas Costa,
2022 [34]

Netherlands National Develop a dynamic risk model that
accounts for the multi-directional
spread of ESBL-producing E. coli
between populations over time
and may be used for exploring the
effects of different food chain
interventions

Source attribution
Analysis: discrete-time model

Attribution at equilibrium (%)

Risk assessments

Vose, 2000 [11] United States National Develop a model to assess the
human health impact of
fluoroquinolone-resistant
Campylobacter attributed to
chicken consumption that also
allows for modelling future
changes in the system

Quantitative
Framework: own (FDA-CVM)

% and ‘1 in x’ of being affected for all
citizens, cases, cases seeking care
& care-seeking cases who are
prescribed antibiotics

Alban, 2022 [44] Denmark National Assess whether dry-cured sausages
produced with pork with
Salmonella Typhimurium DT104
are a risk for consumers

Quantitative
Framework: Codex [54]

Maximal observed number of
diarrhoea cases per year within
100 years

Presi, 2009 [43] Switzerland National Compare the health risk for
consumers arising from their
exposure to resistant bacteria
from meat of four different types

Semi-Quantitative (Risk
scoring)

Framework: own model

Ranking of different meat products
according to high human health
risk

Cox, 2014 [42] United States National Estimate the excess number of
human MRSA infections
attributable to MRSA ST398 from
pigs and pork

Quantitative
Framework: own model

Excess cases per year

Otto, 2014 [45] Canada Sub-national Estimate number of ceftiofur-
resistant Salmonella enterica
Heidelberg cases in humans in
Québec and Ontario attributable
to chicken consumption

Quantitative
Framework: based on FDA-

CVM [11]

Annual mean incidence due to
chicken consumption

Doménech, 2015
[48]

Spain Sub-national Characterise the human health risk
due to different resistances in
Salmonella from pork, beef, and
poultry meat

Qualitative
Framework: Codex AMR [55]

Level of risk for humans due to
different resistances from
different meats

Chereau, 2017 [20] South East Asia Regional Characterise the level of risk of the
emergence and spread of AMR in
the WHO Southeast Asian region

Qualitative
Framework: WHO rapid risk

assessment guideline [56]

High, medium, low & negligible risk
transmission routes

Collineau, 2018
[41]

Switzerland National Develop a framework to rank the
human health importance of
combinations of pathogens,
resistance to antimicrobials, and
different meat types

Semi-Quantitative (Risk
ranking)

Framework: Codex AMR &
MCDA, identified via EFSA
risk ranking review [55, 57]

List of meat-pathogen-resistance
combinations with the highest
human health risk

Collineau, 2020
[40]

Canada National Define the baseline (2013) risk of
human ceftiofur-resistant
Salmonella Heidelberg infection
due to chicken and compare it to
alternative scenarios

Qualitative
Framework: Based on

Codex AMR & FAO/WHO
model [55, 58]

% of illness per serving; number of
cases per year

(Continued)
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on salmonellosis, the assessment of the relative contributions of
the different sources was the main study aim [27, 29]. Two
studies included the sources of resistant outbreaks as part of
answering different research questions: one concerned Campylo-
bacter jejuni clone SA, a tetracycline-resistant strain [28], and
the other ceftriaxone-resistant Salmonella [26]. The fifth study
reported the relative importance of different reptilian or
amphibian pet species in causing antibiotic-resistant salmonel-
losis outbreaks [25]. We did not identify any meta-analyses on
sporadic resistant infections in humans.

Comparative exposure assessments

Two of the three comparative exposure assessments identified were
quantitative and focused on the relative contribution of different
meat types to human exposure by antibiotic-resistant E. coli strains
[23, 24]. The third study qualitatively assessed the relative import-
ance of AMR exposure via different animal sources [22]. The
frameworks of the studies are described in Figure 2.

Lastly, a study was identified which attributed extended-
spectrum β-lactamase (ESBL)-producing E. coli infections in the
community to different sources using a dynamic risk model that
allows formulti-directional pathogen transmission between human
and animal populations over time [34].

Risk assessments

Of the 12 risk assessments, seven were quantitative [11, 21, 38, 39,
41, 42, 45], two were semi-quantitative [41, 43], two were qualita-
tive [20, 48], and one combined qualitative with quantitative parts
[44]. Seven studies either followed the Codex Alimentarius guide-
lines for microbial food safety hazards risk assessments (Codex)
[54, 55], or frameworks based on, or influenced by, them [20, 21,
39–41, 44, 48]. Another study did not specify any guidelines, but
was also in line with the overall Codex framework [38]. Three risk
assessments developed their own models [11, 42, 43]. One of them,
the Food andDrug Administration Center for VeterinaryMedicine
(FDA-CVM) guideline [11], was applied by a separate Canadian
study [45]; see Figure 2.

Other studies

Three studies did not fit into the above-described categories,
namely: a One Health prediction model of the maximum future
human health impact of eliminating different AMR transmission
routes in Thailand [35] and two studies describing the proportion
of cases of livestock-associated methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus
aureus (MRSA) in the Netherlands [37] and Denmark [36] among
individuals who had livestock contact previous to their infection.

Table 1. (Continued)

Study Location Level
Description of study aims
(relevant to this review) Methods Relevant outcomes

Costard, 2020 [39] United States National Estimate the risk for resistant non-
typhoidal salmonellosis per beef
meal using the yearly cases of
resistant infections and number of
meals made with beef and
evaluate the change over time

Quantitative
Framework: Based on [33]

and USDA framework [10]

Annual incidence attributable to
beef, cases per 1 million beef
meals

Schoen, 2020 [38] United States National Assess the risk for MRSA colonisation
from preparing contaminated
pork meat

Quantitative
Framework: not specified

Risk per preparation event

Opatowski, 2021
[21]

South or South
East Asia

National Develop a model to combine annual
ESBL-producing E. coli
colonisation incidence due to five
One Health transmission routes.
Illustrate its application in
hypothetical high- and low-
income settings

Quantitative
Framework: complementary

to [20]

Incidence due to animal-based food
and animal contact per 100
persons per year

Other studies

Bosch, 2016 [37] Netherlands National Describe changing characteristics of
livestock-associated MRSA,
including the percentage of cases
reporting livestock contact

/ % of cases who were in contact with
livestock

Larsen, 2017 [36] Denmark National Describe the emergence of livestock-
associated MRSA CC398 in
invasive human cases, including a
summary of cases not reporting
livestock contact

/ % of cases who were in contact with
livestock

Booton, 2021 [35] Thailand National Develop a One Health model to
predict the maximum impact of
reducing different AMR drivers in
Thailand on the human AMR
burden between 2020 and 2040

Prediction model, One Health
Analysis: compartmental

model of ordinary
differential equations

Maximum human AMR reduction via
elimination of animal-to-human
transmission (%)

Abbreviations: Codex, Codex Alimentarius; EFSA, The European Food Safety Authority; ESBL, extended-spectrum β-lactamase; FAO, Food and Agriculture Organization; FDA-VCM, Food and Drug
Administration Center for Veterinary Medicine; MRSA, methicillin-resistant S. aureus; OIE, World Organisation for Animal Health (now WOAH); (p)AmpC, (plasmid)-mediated AmpC β-lactamase;
QMRA, quantitative microbial risk assessment; USDA, United States Department of Agriculture; WHO, World Health Organization.
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While the latter two studies technically met the criteria for inclu-
sion, they did not utilise any specific methodology to address our
research objective and, therefore, will not be addressed further.

Conceptual approaches

The articles differed in their conceptual approaches for modelling
the link between animal sources and human AMR. All comparative
exposure assessments [22–24] and six risk assessments [38, 40, 41,
43, 44, 48] followed a bottom-up approach, starting at the hazard at
one point of the food production chain and factoring in the effects
of subsequent steps to estimate the human health impact at expos-
ure (Figure 3a). In addition to food-related exposure, Lechner and
colleagues included direct animal contact as an exposure route [22].

Sixteen studies started at the outcome and either estimated the
contribution of one specific source to it [11, 39, 42, 45] or attributed
it to different sources [19, 25–33, 46, 47]. All microbial subtyping
studies [19, 30–33, 46, 47], all investigations of outbreaks [25–29],
and four risk assessments [11, 39, 42, 45] adopted such ‘top-down’
concepts (Figure 3a). Eleven studies attributed infections at the
point of consumption or contact (exposure), and the remaining five
partitioned the outcome to animal reservoirs. The latter included
one quantitative risk assessment [39] and all microbial subtyping
studies, except Mughini-Gras et al. [31] and Hald et al. [33], both of
which integrated information on the exposure frequency to attri-
bute infections at the point of exposure.

Four studies employed more complex concepts that did not fit
into the top-down or bottom-up approaches (Figure 3c). Two of
these followed a One Health strategy [20, 21], another allowed for
multi-directional AMR transfer between animals and humans [34],
and the last had both a One Health concept and addressed multi-
directional spread between populations [35].

Hazard and outcome definitions

Most studies investigated infections due to specific bacteria–resist-
ance combinations. Three articles reported on bacterial subtypes
known to be associated with specific resistances [28, 42, 44], and
five focused on general resistance in a specific pathogen [25, 27, 29,
39, 48] (Figure 4a). Four microbial subtyping studies included all
infections with the pathogen and accounted for resistance by using
antibiotic profiles to subtype strain populations [32, 33, 46,
47]. Opatowski and colleagues built a generic quantitative model
applicable for any resistant pathogen [21], whereas four other
articles considered multiple bacteria–resistance combinations rele-
vant to human health [41, 43] or qualitatively addressed AMR in
general [20, 22]. The only quantitative assessment that focused on
the resistome as a whole was that by Duarte and colleagues [19].

Of the articles on specific pathogens, 12 concerned Salmonella
species. Seven investigated E. coli, mainly strains producing ESBL
and/or (plasmid)-mediated AmpC β-lactamase. Two studies each
were about Campylobacter and MRSA.

Figure 2. Timeline of the studies and links between their methodologies (excluding investigations of outbreaks). Words printed in red describe how the study addressed AMR. AMR,
bacterial antimicrobial resistance; EFSA, The European Food Safety Authority; ESBL, extended-spectrumß-lactamase producing; FAO, Food and Agriculture Organization; FDA-VCM,
Food and Drug Administration Center for Veterinary Medicine; FM, frequency matched model; MRSA, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus; (p)AmpC, (plasmid)-mediated
AmpC ß-lactamase producing; RA, risk assessment; (Q)MRA, (quantitative) microbial RA; OIE, World Organisation for Animal Health (now WOAH); WHO, World Health Organization.
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Sixteen studies defined the outcome as human illness due to
resistant pathogens, six investigated colonisation with resistant
bacteria, and all four qualitative and semi-quantitative risk

assessments defined it as a health risk caused by AMR. The key
outcome of the three exposure assessments was exposure to AMR
(Figure 4b).

Figure 3. Conceptual approaches of the identified studies. (a) Bottom-up approaches: start at one point along the farm-to-fork continuum and adjust for different factors to arrive
at an estimate of the health outcome. (b) Top-down approaches: start at the outcome and attribute it to one ormultiple sources, either at the level of exposure (i.e., consumption or
contact) or at the animal reservoir. (c) Complex approaches: integrate all One Health domains or account for multi-directional hazard transmission. Arrows indicate the
directionality of transmission. AMR, bacterial antimicrobial resistance; AMU, antimicrobial usage.
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Animal sources

Five studies investigated animal reservoirs [19, 30, 32, 46, 47],
15 focused on food consumption [11, 20, 23, 24, 26–28, 33, 39–41,
43–45, 48], one focused on animal contact [25], one focused on food
preparation [38], and seven included different manners of acquisi-
tion [21, 22, 29, 31, 34, 35, 42] (Figure 4c).

Chicken was the most investigated animal source with 20 stud-
ies, followed by cattle (including veal calves) with 19 studies and
pigs with 16 studies. Other animal sources included turkeys (n = 5),
sheep or goat (n = 2), fish or seafood (n = 2), eggs (n = 2), raw milk
(n = 1), and duck (n = 1) (Figure 4c). Four articles explored the role
of pets as sources of AMR, one of which examined specifically the
relative importance of pet reptiles or amphibians in causing resist-
ant outbreaks [25].

Of the risk assessments estimating the human risk due to a single
animal source of AMR, three concerned chicken products [11, 41,
45], three pig products [38, 42, 44], and one beef [39]. Fourteen
studies also included non-animal-related sources, such as human-
to-human exposure or environmental sources (Figure 4d).

Resulting estimates

The studies reported their results in one or more of the following
ways: 1) as the relative contribution of different animal-related and

non-animal sources to the human AMR burden (percentage, total
numbers, or qualitatively), 2) as the relative importance of animal
sources in relation to each other, or 3) as the total number of human
cases due to a specific animal source (per population or per meal).
Descriptions of the results reported by each study can be found in
Table 1.

Figure 4e lists the most important contributors to the human
AMR burden found by studies with outcome type 1. The estimates
differed with the pathogen under investigation; while none of the
five studies on resistant E. coli found animals to be the most
important contributor, most studies on resistant Salmonella attrib-
uted the highest proportion of illness to animal sources.

In Figure 4c, the results of studies reporting outcomes of the
second type are displayed in the form of ranks. Chicken was most
frequently assigned the top rank (six times), followed by cattle
whichwasmost relevant according to four studies. One study found
turkeys to be themajor contributor [32] while in another study pets
weremore relevant than individual livestock species – but not when
compared to all livestock species combined [31].

Discussion

We aimed to describe the current state of evidence on the relative
direct contribution of animal sources to human AMR. Literature

Figure 4. Hazard definition (a), outcome measure (b), investigated animal-related (c) and non-animal-related sources (d), as well as the most important source found (e) by the
included studies. Colourised fields indicate that the respective source(s) and mode(s) of transmission were addressed by the study.
*Outcomes: overall human health risk due to hazard (HH), human colonisation with hazard (H), human illness due to hazard (I), or exposure to hazard (E).
†Letters indicate whether food preparation and animal contact were occupational (O), non-occupational (N) or both (B). If no letter, it was not specified.
¶The numbers are ranks of importance (1 = highest importance). They are only given for studies reporting the relative contribution of different animal sources to human AMR in
relation to each other. Studies examining risk due to only one specific animal source are shown with a T (total risk estimate).
§Only given for studies with both animal and non-animal sources. If the source is printed in bold, the study found it to be responsible for over 50% of the outcome. AMR, bacterial
antimicrobial resistance; AMU, antimicrobial usage; CEA, comparative exposure assessment; DT, definite/phage type; ESBL, extended-spectrum ß-lactamase; FQ, fluoroquinolone;
MRSA,methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus; NA, not applicable; OUT, investigation of outbreaks; (p)AmpC, (plasmid)-mediated AmpC ß-lactamase; RA, risk assessment; S-Q,
semi-quantitative; Q, quantitative; Ql, qualitative.
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searches were kept broad to capture as many relevant publications
as possible and screened over 10,000 records; however, we only
found 31 studies that addressed our specific research objective. This
illustrates that while there is a large and growing body of evidence
on the topic of AMR, there is still a paucity of studies compiling this
evidence to assess the concrete contribution of animals to
human AMR.

Our work complements a 2018 review by Pires and colleagues,
which describes the utility of risk assessments and source attribution
studies for determining the relative importance of different sources of
human AMR [6]. We systematically searched for publications fol-
lowing such or similar strategies, albeit focusing on animal sources of
AMR. Our results support their observation of these study types still
being in their infancy in the context of AMR [6]. However, there has
been amarked recent increase of relevant publications as almost 40%
of studies were published in the past three years alone. This rise
coincided with the publication of the Global Action Plan on Anti-
microbial Resistance (GAP) by WHO in 2015, which may have
contributed to the momentum of AMR research [59].

Most microbial subtyping studies were published in Europe,
which was unsurprising, given that this study type originated in
Denmark and theNetherlands [49, 50]. NorthAmerica contributed
a third of the studies, including all five investigations of outbreaks,
which were all from the United States. The availability of nation-
wide surveillance systems such as the National Antimicrobial
Resistance Monitoring System (NARMS) [60], the CDC’s Food-
borneDisease Active Surveillance Network (FoodNet) [61], and the
NationalOutbreak Reporting System (NORS) [62] are likely among
the reasons for why we identified multiple US studies compiling
source information for resistant outbreaks. However, similar sys-
tems also exist in other countries, for example the Canadian Inte-
grated Program for Antimicrobial Resistance Surveillance
(CIPARS) [63] and FoodNet Canada [64]. The lack of comparable
outbreak studies from other countries may, therefore, not reflect a
true absence of evidence, but could also be influenced by the
limitations of our search scope.

We did not find any studies from South America, Africa, or
Oceania, which may indicate either that study types relevant to this
review are not published in scientific journals in these regions or
that no such studies are conducted there, possibly due to data
scarcity or lack of awareness or interest in the issue.

Given the nature of the AMR hazard, capturing the complete
burden it causes in humans via animal sources requires approaches
accounting for horizontal gene transfer. However, most studies
focused on specific pathogens, which reflects the way infectious
disease data are currently collected. Only one study quantitatively
investigated sources of the human resistome [19]. Increasing usage
of (meta-)genomics for resistance characterisation in food safety in
recent years, combined with decreasing sequencing costs [65], gives
hope that the availability of data necessary to conduct similar
studies will increase over the coming years.

A commonly stated limitation of the source attribution studies
was their inability to account for bidirectional AMR transmission
between animals and humans. However, only two studies identified
explicitly integrated directionality into their models: one develop-
ing a multi-directional dynamic risk model [34] and the other
specifying a human-to-animal transmission parameter in their
prediction model [35].

While our focus was on the direct impact of animal sources on
human AMR, we acknowledge that AMR is an issue spanning
across animals, humans, and the environment and that more
holistic approaches are necessary to describe fully all direct and

indirect connections between them. Indeed, we found three studies
that followed such One Health concepts [20, 21, 35].

None of the studies included subgroup analyses for vulnerable
populations. Gender or socioeconomic factors were also not inves-
tigated. Such factors may likely have a considerable impact on the
probability of AMR acquisition [66, 67] and should be kept in mind
for future research.

Fish and seafood were only addressed by two studies. Given the
rapid growth of the aquaculture sector and the accompanying use of
antimicrobials, especially in regions without adequate regulations,
pathogens of aquatic origins have high resistance proportions
[68]. Aquaculture, therefore, presents a potential threat to human
health and merits further research.

We compiled some results of the studies to give a broad over-
view, but when interpreting them, it should be kept in mind that no
account was made for study design, quality, or uncertainty and the
results weremerely ranked for each study individually. The findings
suggest differing degrees of importance of the animal sources
depending on the type of hazard, which is in line with other studies
observing different risks of exposure via the same type of meat
source depending on the bacteria–resistance combination [69, 70].

By aiming at identifying studies that quantified the relative
contribution of animal sources to humanAMR, we implicitly posed
the underlying assumption that there is a link between animal and
human AMR. The question of whether transmission of resistance
occurs between animals and humans has been addressed by previ-
ous systematic reviews. For example, such a review from 2018
found that 33 out of 45 eligible studies supported the view that
transmission of resistant E. coli occurs between food-producing
animals and humans [71]. Likewise, another systematic review
summarised information on food-producing animals as potential
origins for extra-intestinal E. coli resistant to cephalosporins and
found overall supporting evidence, especially for poultry [5].

Given our focus on the direct contribution of animals to human
AMR, we did not include AMU in our search strategy and excluded
studies attributing cases of AMR in humans solely to AMU in
animals. However, evenwhen omittingAMU-specific search terms,
during the screening, we observed several studies, especially risk
assessments, relating AMU in animals to human AMR, indicating
that there is considerable evidence available on this topic that could
be explored by future research.

We did not search grey literature databases and, therefore, likely
missed relevant publications, such as government reports. Further-
more, while articles were not excluded based on language, our
searches were conducted in English, thereby likely missing relevant
publications in other languages.

In conclusion, the body of evidence on the direct contribution of
animal sources to AMR in humans is growing but still relatively
small. Existing studies utilise a broad range of methodologies to
address this question. Recent years have seen promising develop-
ments, such as using human resistome data for source attribution,
that will aid in tailoring studies to the specific characteristics of the
AMR hazard.
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